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Dear Friends,
In the midst of difficult times, God, as always, has met us with comforting grace and wonderful
provisions of loving care. How we love to tell of His works!
As you know, we began this year with many challenges: First, we recovered from COVID,
only to need to take turns traveling to Arizona to help care for our son’s family, as he was
bedridden by serious illness. Next, Dorothy was struck with the sudden onset of some kind of
inflammatory condition affecting all of her joints and especially her hands. I had to make a
quick trip from Oregon to Calgary to settle some affairs there. Our planned ‘assignment’ in
Estonia had to be canceled.
Due to these things, we needed a car and a place to stay in Phoenix for the Summer (to help
our son and his family). God provided a car (at a time when you know cars are hard to come
by) and He led us to a small place in Phoenix used by an older Christian couple as their
Winter residence. It is only minutes from our son and will only cost us the price of utilities. We
thank God for His faithfulness! When we do His will He always provides what we need!
As for our son, his condition is improved but he still has a long way to go. He has been unable
to work for months. His wife is having surgery today and she will be unable to search for work
for another month. They and their two children still need much prayer.
As for Dorothy, most of her joints have improved but her hands are still a big problem. You
can imagine how difficult it is to be without much of the use of your fingers, especially if, like
her, you are always busy with your hands. Having to relocate down here, we must now go
through the process of finding a whole new group of doctors, a process made more difficult
by the mass migration of many people here from California and the southern border. The
medical system here has been inundated, so finding a good doctor or two is an urgent
prayer request.
As they say, ‘Man’s extremity is God’s opportunity’. That’s not just a cliché for us, we have
found it to be true again and again. Every time we have trusted Him and called on Him in
prayer, He has proven Himself faithful. I have no doubt He will demonstrate His goodness
yet again, and He will do it as you help us together in prayer.
Yours in Christ,

Bro. Will
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